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ANALISIS EKONOMI PROGRAM NASIONAL PEMBERDAYAAN 

PEREMPUAN 
MANDIRI PERDESAAN (PNPM-MP) DI KECAMATAN TANON 

KABUPATEN SRAGEN 
 

The aim of this study are: (1) to determine profile UPPKS group members before 
and after receiving the PNPM funds, (2) to determine the impact on members of 
the Donor Program UPPKS group, and (3) to determine the effect PNPM-MP 
programs to improve the welfare of group members UPPKS. 
The hypothesis prpposed in this study are: (1) suspected to increase the 
productivity of the PNPM program PNPM members, (2) suspected PNPM 
increase the amount of labor, (3) uspected welfare UPPKS members. 
Population studies are 240 group of Usaha Peningkatan Pendapatan Keluarga 
Sejahtera (UPPKS) who recieived the PNPM-MP in Kecamatan Tanon  
Kabupaten Sragen, the number of member of the group varies UPPKS 8 to 12 
members. Each member of a fund of Rp. 500.000,00 to Rp. 2.000.000,00. Sample 
rate 10% of the population of the 12 groups, with each group taken 5 members, 
the number of samples in this study of 60 respondents to the rechnique of random 
sampling techniques. Analysis to the gypothesis using different T-test. 
Hypothesis tesing results found that (1) there are difference in average-average 
number of positive productivity significantly between the before the after the 
PNPM-MP, this proved hipotesi 1. (2) there are fifferences in average-average 
monthly income is significantly positive between the bevore the after adalnya 
PNPM, thus proved hipotesis 2, and (3) there are differences in average-the 
average amount of labor potive significantly vetween before wirh after adalnya 
PNPM-MP, with Thus hipotesi 3 proven. 
Based on the data analysis obtained the following conclusions (1) members of the 
group UPPKS Donor funding recipients in Kecamatan Tanon Kabupaten Sragen 
majority are women with low education of junior high school, (2) members of the 
group UPPKS Donor funding recipients in Kecamatan Tanon Kabupaten Sragen, 
using funds to increase the amount of energy employment, productivity and 
penghasilan, (3) the difference in the amount of labor, productivity and come 
group in Kecamatan Tanon Kabupaten Sragen UPPKS before with after the 
PNPM-MP. 
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